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Knowledge of exposure to a wide range of chemicals, and the spatio-temporal variability thereof, is urgently needed in the context of protecting and restoring aquatic ecosystems. This paper discusses a computational material flow analysis to predict the occurrence of thousands of man-made organic chemicals on a European scale, based on a novel temporally and spatially resolved modelling framework. The goal was to increase understanding of pressures by emerging chemicals and to complement surface water monitoring data. The
ambition was to provide a first step towards a “real-life” mixture exposure situation accounting for as many chemicals as possible. Comparison of simulated concentrations and chemical monitoring data for 226 substance/basin combinations showed that the simulated concentrations were accurate on average. For 65% and 90% of substance/basin combinations the error was within one and two orders of magnitude respectively. An analysis of the relative importance of uncertainties revealed that inaccuracies in use volume or use type information contributed most to the error for individual substances. To resolve this, we suggest better registration of use types of industrial chemicals, investigation of presence/absence of industrial chemicals in wastewater and runoff samples and more scientific information exchange.

1. Introduction

Over 350,000 chemicals and mixtures of chemicals have been registered for production and use (Wang et al., 2020). As a result of their use, many of these chemicals find their way to European freshwater systems (Stroomberg et al., 2018; Liška et al., 2015; Schulze et al., 2019) and coastal waters (UNESCO and HELCOM, 2017). The EU Water Framework Directive (WFD) requests water managers to establish the likelihood that any of these chemicals or their mixtures negatively affect the ecological status of surface waters and ground waters or affect the drinking water production. When and where necessary, measures should be taken to remediate this (EEA, 2018).

Water quality characterization is primarily done by surface water sampling and chemical analysis, focusing on up to several hundreds of individual priority substances and river basin specific substances at most. This inevitably provides an incomplete picture: the number of stations, samples and analysed chemicals is limited, and measurement accuracy may be hampered by limits of quantification. This limits the possibilities to effectively manage chemicals in aquatic ecosystems (Nilsen et al., 2019). Model-based approaches may complement monitoring by filling these information gaps (Brack et al., 2017). Moreover, modelling can reveal probable causal links between socio-economic drivers of the use of chemicals (population density, land use, standard of living, management practices), via the subsequent pressures by emissions of chemicals to the environment, the resulting chemical status expressed by the concentrations of chemical mixtures and the impact on ecosystems and human health. Such causal links provide predictive power to evaluate the expected benefits of management responses and may address future changes in emissions of chemicals due to developments in society and economy.

The use of spatially and temporally explicit water quality models on the global or continental scale is not new (Kroeze et al., 2016), and would add key information to exposure models used in chemical safety assessment contexts, which typically neglect spatio-temporal variability (e.g. EUSES; https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/scientific-tool/european-union-system-evaluation-substances). Applications of spatially and temporally explicit models to emerging contaminants are currently limited to a restricted number of chemicals and/or a restricted spatial domain. The quantification of emissions is provided by various methods, e.g. by WWTP pathway modelling (Oldenkamp et al., 2018; Kapo et al., 2016; Kehrein et al., 2015; Ferrer and DeLeo, 2017), by modelling of the terrestrial run-off and erosion pathway (Nizzetto et al., 2019).
2.1. Computational material flow analysis

The CMFA follows a two-step approach: (i) the simulation of emissions, and (ii) the simulation of fate & transport. The spatial schematisation as well as the hydrology and temperature forcing, soil type, land use and crop cover were derived from the Europe-wide hydrology model E-Hype (Hundecha et al., 2016). The E-Hype sub-catchments (SC) provide an irregular horizontal subdivision of the spatial domain, with an average size of 252 km². Fig. 1 shows the spatial domain and river network, as well as the basins and sampling stations for CMFA evaluation. In order to make the CMFA suitable for application to large numbers of chemicals and to yet un-investigated chemicals of emerging concern, the CMFA does not to rely on detailed site-specific input data and substance-by-substance manual model calibration.

The estimation of emissions to surface waters and soils was based on a “source oriented” approach (European Commission, 2012). The first step was the quantification of the releases of chemicals to surface waters, wastewaters and soils prior to stormwater and wastewater management. This is referred to as “losses” (see also Fig. 2). We first estimated the losses to surface waters, wastewaters and soils, per country or for Europe. Next, these losses were distributed in space and time, and the wastewater and storm water management pathways were quantified. This yielded estimated time- and space-dependent emissions to surface water and soils. We distinguished two groups of substances with one specific use type, plant protection products (PPPs) and pharmaceuticals, and one group of “REACH registered” substances with multiple use types. See S1 for complete formulations and input data used.

2.1.1. Chemicals losses to wastewater, surface water and soils

The losses of pharmaceuticals were estimated based on public per-capita sales data from Sweden (about 800 substances, Socialstyrelsen, 2015), the United Kingdom (about 1000 substances, Boxall et al., 2012), Austria, Switzerland, France, Luxembourg and the Netherlands (4 substances; IKSR, 2009). Human excretion was assumed to be 12% of the amount sold for all pharmaceuticals. This is the consumption weighed average of the excretion reported for 56 pharmaceuticals by Lindim et al. (2016c). All losses were assumed to reach the wastewater.

The losses of active ingredients of PPPs to air, surface water and soil have been estimated by Sala et al. (2015) for 22 EU countries, based on the harvested area approach: prescribed crop- and substance dependent application rates were combined with known agricultural land uses. For REACH registered chemicals, the losses were estimated based on registered amounts produced, imported and exported (so-called EU tonnages) from the REACH registration dossiers. Losses to air (8.5%), water (12%) and soil (3.0%) were estimated from loss factors for various use categories and life cycle stages (specific Environmental Release Categories or spERCs; CEFIC, 2012). Information to link all individual chemicals to specific use categories and the associated spERCs was lacking. Consequently, the same estimated loss fractions had to be used for all REACH registered chemicals. Both the group of PPPs and the group of REACH registered chemicals contained substances registered under the Biocidal Products Regulation (BPR, Regulation (EU) 528/2012). Thus, we will denote the group of PPPs as “pesticides” in the remainder of this paper.

2.1.2. Spatial distribution

The losses to the environment and to wastewater were spatially distributed following “locator” values. For REACH-registered chemicals and pharmaceuticals, the locator was Pop x GDP-PPP x WF, where Pop indicates the population (cap) and GDP-PPP represents the gross domestic product based on purchasing-power-parity (USD/cap). This number quantifies standard of living, and we assumed that a higher standard of living implies a higher use of chemicals. WF is a unitless factor to account for a relative reduction of the losses with increasing standard of living due to increasing effectiveness of environmental management varying between 1.0 (no management) and 0.5 (best management) (S1). To quantify this effect in relation to standard of living, we used existing wastewater management practices as an indicator. The value of 0.5, or 50% emission reduction at optimal environmental management, was based on expert judgement. For pesticides, we used agriculture land use as defined in the hydrological model as the locator. The emissions were further distributed in time, assuming

![Fig. 2. Schematic overview of fluxes in the emission estimates (numbers refer to Table 2).](image-url)
7-day application periods randomly distributed during the relevant season of cultivation (spring crops, autumn crops and perennial crops).

2.1.3. Wastewater and storm water pathways

The emissions to impermeable surfaces accumulate there, until they are washed off. Wash-off was assumed to start at 2 mm/day of rainfall and to be complete at 5 mm/day. This represents a linearized approximation of commonly used exponential relationships (Huber, 1986; see S1). The washed off chemicals proceed to wastewater treatment plants (combined sewers) or to surface waters (separated sewers). Wastewater is either collected by sewer systems or disposed of locally. The latter fraction is partly directed to surface waters and the remainder to soils. The fate of the collected wastewater was classified as untreated, primary treated, secondary treated or higher level treated. Based on simulations with SimpleTreat (Struijs, 2014), the fate of every individual chemical in an activated sludge treatment plant was calculated. The SimpleTreat results were directly applied to the secondary or higher order treated share of collected wastewater. The untreated share of collected wastewater is directly discharged to surface water. For the primary treated share of collected wastewater, the fraction to sludge calculated by SimpleTreat was applied and the remaining fraction of the chemical was supposed to remain in the effluent. The fraction to sludge was either removed from the simulation, if the sludge is incinerated or isolated in landfills, or discharged to soils.

2.1.4. Fate and transport

For the chemicals' fate and transport we used a dynamic mass balance model that calculates contaminant concentrations in a spatially and temporally resolved way. The model has been coupled with the Delft3D-WAQ open source modelling framework (http://oss.deltares.nl/) and is called STREAM-EU (Spatially and Temporally Resolved Exposure Assessment Model for European basins; Lindim et al., 2016a, 2017). STREAM-EU includes state-of-the-art formulations for partitioning, degradation, volatilization, precipitation/dissolution, ionization and losses to aquatic sediments. See S2 for complete mathematical formulations. The Delt3D-WAQ framework was used to generate mass balances, which we used to check model consistency and to designate material flows.

2.1.5. Substance properties

Substance properties were derived from substance structure property models. See S3 for an overview of required parameters, substance structure property models used and data gap handling in cases where not all required substance parameters could be provided by models.

2.2. CMFA application and evaluation

Computations were carried out for Europe as a whole (Fig. 1). For CMFA evaluation by comparison of predicted and measured concentrations, field datasets were collected that satisfy the following conditions: (a) cover conditions across Europe; (b) cover as many chemicals as possible; (c) mention if analyses results are affected by limits of detection and quantification; (d) be homogeneous with respect to methods for sampling, analysis and quality control; (e) cover in the spatial domain (survey covering many stations) or temporal domain (long time series). Table 1 provides an overview of the datasets used. The sampling locations of the selected datasets are shown in Fig. 1.

CAS numbers were used for substance identification. From all datasets, chemicals that were not analysed at a significant number of stations (SCARCE, JDS3) or with a much lower data frequency (RIWA-Rijn, WaR, Vege) were omitted, to maintain the homogeneity of the datasets, chemicals that were not analysed at a significant number of stations (SCARCE, JDS3) or with a much lower data frequency (RIWA-Rijn, WaR, Vege) were omitted, to maintain the homogeneity of the datasets in question. All values reported below the Limit of Detection (LoD) or the Limit of Quantification (LoQ) were replaced by these respective limit values, and these values were flagged. For the survey-based datasets (SCARCE, JDS3), the average of all values of a single
chemical per station and next the average of the values of all stations per chemical were calculated. The percentage of un-flagged values (not affected by LoD/LoQ) per station and for the average over all stations were also calculated. For the datasets with temporal coverage (RIWA-Rijn, WaR, Vege), the average of all values of a single chemical was calculated, as well as the percentage of un-flagged values. We found that 10% of un-flagged values were sufficient to approach the observed average value within a factor of 2 (S4). Note that we used averages here instead of medians, because averages are better preserved than medians if the number of unaffected analysis results decreases.

CMFA accuracy was evaluated for all substance/basin combinations where emission data and field data were available. Results were extracted at the exact location of the corresponding sampling sites (Fig. 1). For the survey-based datasets, output was used from the survey periods (13 August to 26 September 2013 for JDS3, September-October in 2010 and 2011 for SCARCE). For the single station datasets output was used for longer periods (2011–2013 for RIWA-Rijn and WaR, 2010–2013 for Vege).

The implications of the CMFA (in-)accuracy were demonstrated by conducting a substance prioritization exercise for the Danube River Basin following the NORMAN prioritization framework (Dulio and von der Ohe, 2013; S7). The objective of such an exercise was to determine substances relevant for undesirable effects in surface waters. While commonly based on measured concentrations, the prioritization was now driven by CMFA derived concentrations. By repeating the exercise with different perturbations of the CMFA concentrations (consistent with the expected inaccuracy), the sensitivity of the prioritization results to the CMFA accuracy was established.

3. Results

3.1. CMFA application to Europe: estimated emissions

Data to estimate emission were available for 621 pharmaceuticals, 408 pesticides and 4159 REACH registered organic chemicals. 39 pesticides and 46 REACH registered chemicals were also registered as biocides. For substances present in more than one category, pharmaceutical data take preference, next pesticide data and finally REACH data. For all chemicals, spatially and temporally variable emissions were estimated Europe-wide for 2009–2013. The annually averaged results are illustrated for a few example chemicals in Table 2.

For the pesticide Terbutylazine (CAS 5915-41-3) the losses to surface water and soil are passed directly as emissions to the surface water and the soil compartments. The data show that losses to surface waters constitute 1% of the total. This is a feature of the input dataset we used. The cumulative results for the pharmaceutical Sulfamethoxazole (CAS 723-46-6) show a more complex picture. All losses are to wastewater (2) in Table 2, which is for the largest part routed to WWTPs (7) and for a minor part via unsewered areas (6) to soils and surface water (10)(11). The part routed to WWTPs is partly removed (14), partly reaches the surface water via effluents (13), while a small share is redistributed to soils via re-use of sludge (12). For the REACH chemical Benzotriazole (CAS 95-14-7), part of the losses is to wastewater as for pharmaceuticals and part of the losses is to soils as for pesticides. Fig. 3 shows examples of the spatial distribution of the estimated emissions to surface waters (16). For the pesticide Terbutylazine (CAS 5915-41-3), the variable use intensity between countries in our input data is clearly visible. Within countries, spatial gradients are controlled by land-use. For the REACH chemical Benzotriazole (CAS 95-14-7), the use intensity is defined at the European level. Spatial differences are controlled by population density, standard of living and waste water management.

3.2. CMFA application to Europe: fate and transport

Fate and transport calculations were analysed for the chemical/basin combinations relevant for the validation. Table 3 and Fig. 4 show mass balances for example chemicals for the Danube basin.

The pesticide Terbutylazine (CAS 5915-41-3) shows significant removal in soils (2) and some removal in surface waters (8), while most of the mass that reaches the surface water (6)(7) is exported (10). The pharmaceutical Sulfamethoxazole (CAS 723-46-6) and the REACH chemical Benzotriazole (CAS 95-14-7) both show very low removal (2), while almost all mass that reaches the surface waters (6)(7) is exported (10). Some mass is accumulating in soils (5). The balance check was not always exactly equal to zero, due to small inaccuracies in the Delft3D-WAQ engine of the fate and transport model.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrate the spatial and temporal variation across Europe of the simulated concentrations of the pesticide Terbutylazine and the REACH chemical Benzotriazole. The median (P50) concentrations during 2013 show the spatial variability, while the temporal variability is illustrated by the difference between the P99 and the P50, plotted using the same scale.

The Europe-wide CMFA was run for a subset of 1785 chemicals, for which sufficient toxicity data could be collected and the results were successfully used to produce a mixture risk assessment for aquatic species assemblages (Posthuma et al., 2019), while it was demonstrated that an increased mixture risk results in a lower ecological status class (Posthuma et al., in press).

3.3. CMFA accuracy

The simulated surface water concentrations could be compared to measured concentrations for 226 substance/basin combinations (146 substances in 1–5 basins). CMFA accuracy was expressed by the absolute logarithmic error \( E = 10 \log(C_m) - 10 \log(C_f) \), where \( C_m \) denotes the average simulated concentration and \( C_f \) the average measured concentration. This error metric was considered appropriate in view of the sometimes large differences encountered between measured and simulated concentrations for individual substances. Note that the use of average concentrations has already been discussed in the Materials and Methods section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAS Name Group</th>
<th>Pest</th>
<th>Pharma</th>
<th>Reach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5915-41-3 Terbutylazine</td>
<td>Sulfamethoxazole</td>
<td>Benzotriazole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses to soil (1)</td>
<td>1487</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses to wastewater (2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.94</td>
<td>193.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses to surface water (3)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total losses</td>
<td>1507</td>
<td>25.94</td>
<td>242.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil to unpaved (4)</td>
<td>1487</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil to paved (5)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastewater</td>
<td>1487</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>173.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsewered</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastewater to WWTPs</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWTPs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpaved to SW (8)</td>
<td>1487</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paved to SW (9)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paved to WWTP (9a)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsewered to SW (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsewered to SW (11)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWTP sludge reused (12)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWTP effluents (13)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.35</td>
<td>166.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal at WWTPs (14)</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total to SW (15)</td>
<td>1487</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>67.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total losses</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total to SW</td>
<td>1487</td>
<td>11.41</td>
<td>167.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total losses</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WWTP = wastewater treatment plant; SGW = soil and groundwater; SW = surface water.

* Numbers for all tabulated terms refer to Fig. 2 where their meaning is shown.
Fig. 3. Estimated annually averaged direct emissions to water (g/km²/y) of Terbutylazine (a) and Benzotriazole (b).
Table 3
Calculated mass balances for the Danube River Basin for selected chemicals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAS</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Soil and groundwater (SGW) balances (tons/yr)</th>
<th>Surface water (SW) balances (tons/yr)</th>
<th>Surface water balances (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emissions to SGW</td>
<td>Removal in SW</td>
<td>To deep GW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5915-41-3</td>
<td>Terbutylazine</td>
<td>Pest</td>
<td>228.6 ± 0.487</td>
<td>−189.6 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>723-46-6</td>
<td>Sulfamethoxazole</td>
<td>Pharma</td>
<td>95.1 ± 0.017</td>
<td>−94.9 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95-14-7</td>
<td>Benzo triazole</td>
<td>Reach</td>
<td>5.8 ± 0.050</td>
<td>5.6 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Numbers for all tabulated terms refer to Fig. 4 where their meaning is shown.

3.4. Implications of CMFA accuracy: substances prioritization

The substances prioritization exercise was conducted for 332 chemicals, using CMFA concentrations (S7). The CMFA concentrations were perturbed by a factor 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10 and 100 respectively, reflecting uncertainty stemming from concentration errors of up to 2 orders of magnitude as in 90% of validation cases. This provided not one but 5 risk scores per substance, reflecting the uncertainty stemming from CMFA accuracy. Risk scores exceeding a significance threshold of 0.05 were found for 20 chemicals, regardless of CMFA accuracy ("true positives"). Risk scores below the significance threshold were found for 63 chemicals, regardless of CMFA accuracy ("true negatives"). For these 83 chemicals, CMFA inaccuracy is not affecting the prioritization result. The remaining 249 chemicals were found to potentially exceed the threshold. The outcome is indecisive, as a result of CMFA accuracy.

4. Discussion

4.1. Factors driving CMFA accuracy

CMFA as presented here aims to provide information to complement monitoring data in support to water management. The accuracy of the simulated concentrations is the aggregated result of the accuracy of the hydrology, emissions, fate and transport and substance properties models, in combination with the necessity to refrain from using detailed substance-specific input data and carry out substance-by-substance model calibration. The underlying hydrology model was already available and validated (Hundecha et al., 2016) and is not further discussed here.

4.1.1. Pharmaceuticals

For pharmaceuticals, we assumed a single use type and one dominant, well-defined pathway to surface waters via WWTPs (next to a pathway via redistributed sewage sludge (Table 2), while use as veterinary pharmaceuticals could not be addressed). Therefore, we expected to obtain relatively accurate results. Oldenkamp et al. (2018) reported an accuracy within one order for 95% of 35 cases for the Rhine and Ouse basins (61% in our results; N = 105). One possible cause for the lower accuracy in our results is the extrapolation of consumption data from UK and Sweden to the rest of Europe. Comparison of the per capita sales data in the UK and Sweden for individual substances shows that differences exist up to several orders of magnitude. This suggests that the extrapolation of consumption data to other countries can indeed be expected to provide inaccuracies of several orders of magnitude. Oldenkamp et al. (2018) used consumption data from UK, The Netherlands, Germany, France and Switzerland for the 35 modelled substances, and therefore only marginally relied on extrapolation. Excretion rates and the fate in treatment plants were investigated and discarded as significant causes of inaccuracy (S8). Thus, the availability and accuracy of consumption data was found to be the key factor determining CMFA accuracy.

4.1.2. Pesticides

For pesticides, we also assumed a single use type (application in agriculture), which was expected to lead to relatively accurate results. Just as for pharmaceuticals however, use volumes differ strongly between countries, but were not available everywhere. This affects the Danube results, as pesticide emission data were only available for Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Slovenia, and not for the other states in the Danube catchment, including large countries like Romania, Bulgaria and Serbia. Danube Basin simulations appeared to be driven by extrapolated emission data for large parts of the basin. The same holds for the Rhine at Weil am Rhein, because most of the upstream catchment is on Swiss territory, where there were no emission data. For surveys (SCARCE and JDSS), the fit between model and data was anyhow expected to be imperfect, due to variations in

Fig. 4. Schematic overview of compartments and pathways included in the fate and transport model. Numbers refer to Table 3.

Methods section. Fig. 7 shows the histogram of the error. Table 4 provides the statistics of the error across datasets and across substances groups.

The average error is effectively zero (-0.01) and the standard deviation is 1.20. In 65% of cases the error is between 1 and +1 (below one order of magnitude), while in 90% of cases the error is between -2 and +2 (below two orders of magnitude). Within the validation data set, pharmaceuticals account for 46% of cases, pesticides for 35% and the largest group of REACH registered chemicals for only 18%. Concentrations of pharmaceuticals were generally underpredicted, while those of pesticides and REACH registered chemicals were generally overpredicted. The standard deviation of the error is smallest for pesticides and highest for REACH registered chemicals. Looking at individual data sets, the mean error does not vary a lot. Neither does the standard deviation of the error, with slightly lower values for the datasets with time series (RIWA-Rijm, WaR, Vege). The complete validation table is provided in S5. These results were obtained after the exclusion of highly volatile substances (boiling point < 431 K), for which the accuracy was very poor.
Fig. 5. Median of simulated total concentrations (μg/l) of Terbuthylazine (a), and the difference between the P99 and the median (b). Simulations were based on the hydrological year 2013.
Fig. 6. Median of simulated total concentrations (μg/l) of Benzotriazole (a), and the difference between the P99 and the median (b). Simulations were based on the hydrological year 2013.
Several use characteristics of a chemical are reported in the REACH dossier, and information about potential losses to the environment is provided in the form of so-called Environmental Release Categories (ERCs; ECHA, 2015). The REACH Guidance (ECHA, 2016) provides default worst-case release factors resulting from the conditions of use described in the ERCs. Specific Environmental Release Categories (spERCs; CEFIC, 2012) detail the ERCs and provide best estimates of environmental release for 169 possible uses. These spERCs have been the basis for estimating generic loss factors for REACH substances in this study. The information in the REACH dossiers is insufficient to predict substance releases (e.g. Schulze et al., 2018). A key limitation is that most dossiers mention multiple uses for a single chemical, but the share of the use volume connected to each use is not specified. As the ERCs and the spERCs show strongly varying loss fractions between uses, the actual loss fraction cannot be quantified. Systems to classify chemicals with respect to the likelihood to be emitted to the environment based on semi-quantitative indicators have been reported in the literature, mostly for ranking purposes (Schulze et al., 2018). Oltmanns et al. (2018) used the ERC references in the REACH registration dossiers and the REACH Guidance default worst-case release factors to estimate likelihood of emission. They used the ERC with the highest worst-case release factor to classify the substance. We investigated if this method would allow differentiation of loss rates between substances and reducing the scatter of the model error among substances. This effort was not successful, because the method offered a poor discrimination between substances, with 28 out of 40 substances ending up in the 100% worst case release category, often as a result of multiple substance uses with highly variable ERCs (56). Apart from use volumes and loss factors, the fate in WWTPs and the retention in the surface waters may (partly) explain the error. For the 40 substances, the simulated fraction passing WWTPs into the effluent varied in a wide range between 2% and 98% (average 34%, SD 38%, N = 40). The simulated retention in the surface waters varied between 1% and 69% (average 15%, SD 14%, N = 40). We found no correlation between the model error and these two indicators. Based on the above, we consider the use of substance independent release fractions to be the likely cause for model inaccuracies.

4.1.4. Fate and transport

The fate and transport model STREAM-EU has already been validated for specific substances, using dedicated emission estimates (pharmaceuticals in Nordic countries: Lindim et al., 2017; PFAS in EU river basins: Lindim et al., 2016b). This suggests that the major limiting factor for the accuracy of the fate and transport model is the accuracy of the input data that need to be provided for a large spectrum of chemicals and not the capabilities of the model itself. A modelling study using STREAM-EU for 16 pharmaceuticals in The Netherlands showed very good agreement between measured and simulated concentrations at up to 37 stations across the country (unpublished data). Apart from the emissions discussed above, the characterization of substance degradability is important, which we did by using the CATALOGIC biodegradation model that predicts biodegradation under OECD 301C test conditions.

### Table 4

Statistics of error defined as the absolute logarithmic error of the simulated versus measured concentrations, across basins/data sets and across chemicals groups. N refers to the number of substance/basin combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pesticides</th>
<th>Pharmaceuticals</th>
<th>REACH registered</th>
<th>All substances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Av</td>
<td>StD</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDS3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIWA-Rijn</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCARCE</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vege</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Data</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Av = average; StD = standard deviation.
4.1.5. Limitations

In the current approach we neglected production losses. We also note that the spatial distribution method used, based on population and standard of living is most suited for chemicals with wide dispersive use. Specific chemicals with a dominant use type may be better modelled using more specific spatial distribution algorithms. The current approach is focusing on emerging chemicals, with current emissions explaining exposure. We did not attempt to include legacy substances, for which “secondary emissions” are important where chemicals are re-released from contaminated sediments and soils.

4.2. Improving CMFA accuracy

Assuming that the results of the CMFA validation are representative also for chemicals not included in the validation datasets, simulated concentrations for a wide range of chemicals on a continental scale can only be generated with errors spanning up to 2 orders over- or under-estimation. The substances prioritization example presented above shows that this affects the usability of the information generated: indecisive results were obtained for 249 out of 332 chemicals. It could be argued that using monitoring results for substances prioritization also leads to significant uncertainty, as well as the quantification of hazard. Increasing the CMFA accuracy however would definitely increase credibility, acceptance and usability. For illustration, reducing the CMFA error from two to one order of magnitude in the substances prioritization exercise would increase the number of true positives from 20 to 64 and the number of true negatives from 63 to 126, and would reduce the count of indecisive results from 249 to 142.

The key to reducing uncertainty in exposure modelling is improving the quality of chemical input data (ECETOC, 2018). For substances with a well-defined single use type (pesticides, pharmaceuticals), this can be achieved by acquiring accurate regionalized use volume information. Such information is unfortunately rarely available in the public domain, which limits the capabilities of water management authorities to fulfil their obligations set in the WFD. For substances with multiple use types (such as many substances currently regulated under REACH), this paper argues that methods to quantify the fractions lost to the environment out of the total volume used are lacking. Pending a more rigorous registration of chemicals use types, a practical way forward could be to study observed concentrations in wastewater, stormwater, rural runoff etc. throughout Europe of a wider group of substances and try to link this to information about substance properties and substance use obtained from mining of public data sources.

More work is also needed to alleviate current limitations in predicting biodegradation across large groups of organic chemicals, and across the water, soil and sediment compartments (Junker et al., 2019). Also, the sorption sub-model used here (SI) assumes that only the non-dissociated neutral form of the organic acid or base sorbs to organic matter. This works reasonably well for anions but not for cations (ECETOC, 2013). Sorption models for organic cations are under development (Droge and Goss, 2013), but are far from being applicable to a wide range of cationic substances.

In addition, we found that alternative substance dependent input data obtained from different sources typically show large differences. Only by sharing data and methods this could be avoided and scientific innovation for the benefit of water quality protection and management be enhanced.

5. Conclusions

This paper demonstrates that it is possible to provide a consistent European scale time and space resolved image of emissions and concentrations by computational material flow analysis supported by mathematical modelling for thousands of organic chemicals. This kind of modelling can complement results obtained from monitoring by covering substances, sites and times not included in field data sets, and those of models used in generic chemical safety assessments. The chosen method allows application to many chemicals together, which is a prerequisite for and a first step towards predicting “real-life” mixture effects and eventually judging the concept of a “non-toxic environment” (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/chemicals/non-toxic/index_en.htm). Furthermore, the chosen method resolves the cause-effect chain from the use of chemicals to their effects in European water systems, which allows a prognosis of the effects of abatement measures and the changes expected from socio-economic trends. The comparison of simulated concentrations for 226 substance/basin combinations showed that the simulated concentrations were correct on average. For 65% of substance basin combinations the error was within one order of magnitude, while for 90% of cases the error was within two orders of magnitude. It was demonstrated how the current results can be used for a substances prioritization, taking into account the relatively large uncertainty. The inaccuracy of the available use volume or use type information is expected to be the main cause of uncertainty. Suggestions to improve the CMFA accuracy are provided, implementation of which would definitely increase credibility, acceptance and usability.
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